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BUTTERFLY
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Butterfly, naturally matured with unique beauty and 

elegance. Since it was little, the caterpillar wraps itself 

in the cocoon for strengthening its strength, maturing 

its wings, and waiting for the day of transformation. 

The butterfly chair is inspired by the butterfly wings. 

The designer transforms the support structure of the 

wings into a Y-shaped back frame of the chair. The chair 

looks like a dancing butterfly while giving you sufficient 

support and accompanying you through every stage of 

your progressive career. 

Brilliant and Gorgeous Like A Butterfly
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Colorful and Free Butterflies Fly into Your Office
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The butterfly wings are covered with nervures, which act 

as a solid skeleton that allows the butterfly to dance free of 

gravity. The Butterfly chair adopts this natural beauty as well 

as its practicability. The Y-shaped chair backrest gives reliable 

support to your back and waist. The elastic and breathable 

Wintex fabric imported from Korea is embedded into the back 

wings that are directly expended from the backrest and are 

mounted on a Y-shape bracket, vivid as a butterfly spreading 

its wings. 8-hour company gives you leisure mood in work.

Imported Fabric with Powerful Support
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Spine-Fit S-Shaped Backrest, 
No Need for A Lumbar Support

The Y-shaped back frame is the bone of the chair, so 

the S-shaped backrest is like flesh and vein shaping 

the overall look and providing spine-fit support to 

your back and waist. There is no need for a lumbar 

support because the ergonomic backrest follows 

your gestures in different positions, giving you 

reliable support in various working statuses.
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A suitable office chair is your warm company in the nine-to-five working 

life, whose wide arms are indispensable along your career path. The 

V-shaped back support perfectly fits your back like a stretched wing and 

eases your lumbar and back like tender hands. The ergonomic design of 

the backrest allows easy adjustment according to your sitting position. 

This slight change for your back brings totally new level of comfort.

Storage Function of Backrest, 
Adding Fun to Practicability

The Y-shaped back frame is designed with 

a 40cm*50cm large-capacity storage space 

for nap pillow, bags, and files. Working areas 

are thus neat and clean. What a fun design 

to an office chair!
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Butterfly lingers in flower branch with its wing shining 

like soft silks. As gorgeous colors and patterns are 

presented on butterfly wings, Butterfly chairs are 

available in 9 colors, decorating your office space and 

endowing different characteristics to spaces.

9 Colors for Lightening Your Office
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Butterfly chairs appear as elegant highlights 

to sedate conferences. With a light mood, 

communication here is boundless and 

free. On the road of chasing our dreams, 

butterfly chair helps us march forward.
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Show off Your Beauty and Intelligence

Butterfly chair adopts not only the natural 

aesthetics but also functionality as a chair. The 

high-end version is equipped with Italian Donati 

self-load mechanism with four-position locking, 

which allows the backrest to be automatically 

adjusted according to individual body 

weight. The locking function ensures a more 

comfortable rest in noon nap. Both fixed armrest 

and adjustable armrest are available. All these 

details aim to offer a better choice to you.
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20° backrest tilt angle, self-loaded 

four-position locking

Chair base adjustment range: 0-100mm

Armrest adjustment range: 0-85mm

Armrest left-right adjustment range: 0-32°

Headrest height adjustment range: 0-45mm
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Backrest / Seat 

CW-AN10H CW-AN29H CW-AN40H CW-AN60HCW-AN21H CW-AN30H CW-AN50H 

CW-AN70H CW-AN80H

Product Specifications

Double-mesh AN Fabric

CBF66SW 

W620*D605*H995(mm)

CBF30PJ 

W295*D135*H270(mm)

CBF31PJ 

W295*D135*H270(mm)

CBF67SW

W620*D605*H995(mm)

CBF62SW

W655*D605*H1000(mm)

CBF65SW

W660*D605*H1005(mm)

CBF64SW 

W660*D605*H1005(mm)

CBF63SW

W655*D605*H1000(mm)

CBF60SW 

W655*D640*H1020(mm)

CBF61SW

W655*D640*H1020(mm)



Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in 
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.


